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SECTION - I 

Q.1 Choose the appropriate option (5)  

1 Mobile and data collaboration tools and technologies are not helping businesses to focus on 

enabling their employees. 

a) True      b) False 

 

2 Design and technology has the power to reshape the world for the better - but only if it is 

grounded in business. 

a) True     b) False 

 

3 Innovation helps putting tomorrow’s technology to work today 

a) True     b) False 

 

4 Career development is an unorganized approach used to match employee goals with the 

business needs. 

a)  True     b) False 

 

5 Human resources among themselves are complex in nature and their management is still a 

biggest challenge for today’s corporate. 

a) True     b) False 

 

   

Q.2 Answer the following. (Any Two) (20) 

1 Elucidate with relevant examples of how cutting edge technology and innovation go hand 

in hand. 

 

2 Explain in detail the role of innovation and technology in today's business and its impact on 

manpower development. 

 

3 What are the rising challenges of Manpower in the present scenario?  

4 Explain the need for technological advancement, innovation and HR integration in business 

development. 

 

   

Q.3 Write notes on. (Any Two) (10) 

1 Difference between Training and Development  

2 Advantages of Performance Evaluation  

3 Factors affecting learning process  

C 
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SECTION - II 

Q.4 Case Study 

Amrita’s problem started when her boss Mr Agarwal had brought a computer and printer, 

as well as word processing program and several other programs with the objective that the 

system would cut Amrita’s typing and calculating workload in half.  

After installation of the equipments and briefing Amrita on how to use it, the salesperson 

left after about half an hour saying that if Amrita had any problem, all that, she had to do 

was to refer to the instruction manual. The instruction manual was very easy, simple and 

easy to understand and would solve all her problems. 

However, soon Amrita, realized that things were going wrong too frequently and looking 

for answers in the manual was taking far too much time. At times she could not find the 

solution to a particular problem, and one time she lost almost three hours of work because 

she did not know how to save her work on a storage disk. Her attempts to seek help from 

the salesperson, who installed the system, were not very useful. His only response was 

“refer the manual”. Amrita realized that she would have to learn the skills on her own. 

Over time, Amrita started losing confidence and wondered, if there was really the need to 

go high-tech when she had been doing so well on the old Godrej typewriter. Mr. Agarwal 

was also fast losing his patience and blown his top just two days back.  

Question: 

Q.1 What do you attribute is the main cause of Amrita’s increasing frustration at work?  

        What steps need to be taken in to resolve the problem? 

Q.2 What form of training do you think is most appropriate for Amrita? 

(15) 

Q.5 Answer any one of the following.  (10) 

a) Explain the term Career development. What are the problems in manpower training?  

 OR  

b) What are the factors influencing the manpower development for technological change?  

 


